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Abstract

The online instructor plays a prominent role in influencing how students respond to an online course, from designing the course structure, course activities, and assignments to encouraging interaction. Therefore, to develop effective online courses, instructors need robust feedback on their design strategies. Student evaluation of teaching (SET) functions as a summative evaluation of the course design and delivery. Yet, the feedback from SETs can only be integrated into the next iteration of the course, thereby failing to benefit the students who provide the feedback. One suggestion is to use mid semester formative evaluation to inform course design in real time. A qualitative research study was conducted to explore whether the Critical Incident Questionnaire (CIQ) could be an effective formative evaluative tool to inform real-time online course design and delivery. Thematic analysis was conducted on the midcourse evaluations obtained from 70 students in six fully online master’s level courses. There are three key findings from this study. First, CIQ use can provide opportunities for real-time adjustments to online course design and inform future redesign of online courses. Second, responses received via the CIQ prioritize the student voice and experience by focusing on factors that are critical to them. Finally, this deep-dive analysis reinforces the enduring factors that contribute to effective online course design and delivery. A recommendation for practice is to use the CIQ as an effective tool to gather formative feedback from students. This feedback can then be used to adjust course design as needed.
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Student evaluation of teaching (SET) is standard practice in higher education. Evaluations are administered, usually at the end of an academic semester, attempting to measure teaching effectiveness; they function as a summative evaluation of the course design and delivery. SETs have gained importance as they inform tenure, reappointment, and promotion decisions (Uttl et al., 2017). Unfortunately, the SET is a flawed tool, and issues of bias associated with SETs are well documented (Boring et al., 2016; Mitchell & Martin, 2018; Reid, 2010). In the context of course design, there are two flaws: (a) the feedback from SETs cannot be used to make changes to course design in real time, and (b) SETs predominantly use surveys to gather quantitative data (Uttl et al., 2017).

SETs provide feedback that is intended to inform and enhance the design and delivery of a course. Yet, as a summative evaluation tool, the feedback from SETs can only be integrated into the next iteration of a course. The experiences of the students who provide the feedback are used to inform the design of the course for another group of learners, who might have very different responses to the course design (Gehringer, 2010). Moreover, the students who complete the SETs do not benefit from this course redesign (Gehringer, 2010). One way to address this is to use midsemester formative evaluation to inform course design in real time.

SETs are predominantly conducted via surveys that usually provide quantitative data (Erikson et al., 2016). Surveys limit the responses that students can provide. However, qualitative feedback tools allow students to go beyond predefined responses, encouraging them to delve deeper into their ideas about teaching and learning (Steyn et al., 2019). The Critical Incident Questionnaire (CIQ), a five-question open-ended questionnaire, has been used extensively in education and organizations as a tool of critical reflection and evaluation. Nevertheless, more research into how the CIQ can enhance online course design is needed (Keefer, 2009).

A qualitative research study using thematic analysis of the CIQ responses was conducted to explore whether the CIQ could be an effective formative evaluative tool to inform online course design and delivery in real time. This study answers the following research question: In what ways does the use of the CIQ as a formative evaluation tool contribute to online course design and delivery?

Literature Review

This study lies at the intersection of three concepts: SETs, the CIQ, and online course design. In this section, we explore literature related to these three concepts.

Student Evaluation of Teaching

SETs were originally intended to serve as a measure of teaching effectiveness (McKeachie et al., 1971; Rodin & Rodin, 1973) and have gained popularity since the 1960s (Rodin & Rodin, 1973). However, concerns about SETs range from the quality of the tool, the tool’s lack of standardization, and cost implications of conducting these evaluations (Fisher & Miller, 2008). In addition, there are persistent issues with race and...
gender biases (Boring et al., 2016; Mitchell & Martin, 2018; Reid, 2010), and SETs primarily measure student perceptions of teaching rather than teaching effectiveness (Stark & Freishtat, 2014). Furthermore, SETs are summative evaluations provided at the end of a course. Any course design changes can only be made in the next iteration of the course. Gehringer (2010) notes that the feedback provided by summative SETs is too infrequent and broad in scope to effectively inform course design.

Formative midsemester student evaluations are more effective in providing actionable, real-time feedback for faculty during a course. There is an immediacy to the feedback, since it is provided while students are experiencing the course, giving it authenticity. Based on midsemester feedback, faculty can make changes to course design where possible and manage student expectations during the course (Veeck et al., 2016). These actions positively impact semester-end SETs, and faculty who receive midsemester feedback tend to receive higher ratings on end-of-semester evaluations (Cohen, 1980).

Formative midsemester evaluations have been conducted in various ways. Gehringer (2010) introduced a Google form evaluation tool that he used to gather student feedback on a daily basis after his face-to-face lectures. Fisher and Miller (2008) used a quantitative and qualitative midsemester assessment tool. Their qualitative questions focused on student expectations that elicited student responses that course instructors had not expected. Finelli et al. (2008) and Hurney et al. (2014) discuss the use of instructional consultants to gather midsemester feedback. The consultants conducted focus groups with the students and summarized their findings for the instructor.

The choice of evaluation tool used impacts the midsemester evaluation’s effectiveness. Quantitative surveys tend to reflect the assumptions and biases of the designer, limit student responses, and not provide space for unique student experiences and contexts to emerge (Rao & Woolcock, 2003). Fisher and Miller’s (2008) qualitative evaluation tool was designed for their specific context and focused primarily on student expectations, though they did get feedback about the design of the course as well. Focus groups with instructional consultants (Finelli et al., 2008; Hurney et al., 2014) are not anonymous and can be susceptible to groupthink. Furthermore, instructors were not receiving information directly from their students. Rather, they received a summarized version filtered through the instructional consultant’s personal lens. An effective, robust, easy-to-use tool is needed to inform instructors about how their students are experiencing an online course.

**Critical Incident Questionnaire**

The CIQ, a five-question open-ended questionnaire, was proposed by Stephen Brookfield (1998) as a qualitative tool to elicit student feedback and to develop critically reflective practice in educators. Brookfield (1998) contends that educators’ course design and pedagogical choices will be incomplete and ill-informed if they do not account for the student’s voice. He states that the quality of teaching can only improve when instructors understand how their students are experiencing the course and the difficulties they are struggling with. The CIQ tool, as used initially by Brookfield, consists of five questions (see Figure 1) that are administered at the end of every class. The questions are general and focus on students’ perceptions; students are not asked to identify what they liked or disliked in the class. Instead, the CIQ asks them to reflect on the class critically, and the responses students provide are guided by incidents that were significant for them in the class.
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Figure 1

Critical Incident Questionnaire

1. At what moment in the class this week were you most engaged as a learner?

2. At what moment in the class this week were you most distanced as a learner?

3. What action that anyone in the room took this week did you find most affirming or helpful?

4. What action that anyone in the room took this week did you find most puzzling or confusing?

5. What surprised you most about this class?


The CIQ has been used as a formative evaluation tool and also as a reflective tool. Linstrum et al. (2012) used the CIQ in a graduate-level course to obtain formative assessment data over two years. Their study identified four themes of course design: impact of instructor, student personal awareness, discussion mode teaching, and practical and applicable activities. Jacobs (2015) used the CIQ to evaluate course design and make changes to the course. Hessler and Taggart (2011) adopted the CIQ as a formative assessment and reflective tool for their writing courses. They found the CIQ insufficient for their needs and adapted it to include two more relevant questions to their context. Rather than only focusing on student feedback about the course, they used the CIQ to encourage students to reflect on their learning practices as well. In all these instances, the CIQ has been used in traditional face-to-face environments.

As college courses started moving online, in 2006, Brookfield adapted the CIQ for critical reflection in the online environment. But minimal research has been published on the use of the CIQ as an evaluative tool in online courses. Keefer (2009) conducted a literature review on the use of the CIQ and identified only two studies that used the CIQ in the online environment: Glowacki-Dudka and Barnett (2007) used the CIQ to study group development in online asynchronous graduate courses; and Phelan (2012) used the CIQ to explore students’ perceptions of their online learning experiences. However, Glowacki-Dudka and Barnett (2007) and Phelan (2012) did not use the CIQ to inform course design, focusing instead on group and community development among the students. While anecdotal evidence exists that CIQ is used as a formative evaluation tool in online courses, research studies in this area are lacking.

Online Course Design

Best practices in online course design have been informed by various theories and models. Transactional distance, “a psychological and communications space” rather than a physical or temporal space (Moore, 1997, p. 22), was the defining theory of distance education. Moore (2013, p. 88) identifies three dimensions of distance education: (1) program or course “structure,” (2) “dialogue” (interaction between instructor and
Garrison et al. (1999) developed the community of inquiry (COI) framework to define a “worthwhile educational experience” (p. 88) in online education. The COI framework integrates social, cognitive, and teaching presence. Social presence encompasses the dialogue that Moore referred to, and teaching presence includes structure. Through cognitive presence, Garrison et al. (1999) address issues of student agency and motivation. Several other models and theories of online learning have been proposed, including Anderson’s (2011) online learning model, Harasim’s (2017) online collaborative learning theory, and Picciano’s (2017) multimodal model for online education. These models and theories now include evaluation, reflection, learning resources, and learning modality.

Based on these models, several course evaluation instruments have been developed, such as the following:

- Blackboard Exemplary Course Program Rubric (Blackboard; Blackboard, 2017),
- Open SUNY Course Quality Review Rubric (OSCQR; State University of New York, 2018),
- Quality Learning and Teaching (QLT; California State University, 2019), and

These instruments vary in some ways, but they also share many course design elements that have been identified as best practices in online course design, including course structure and design, interaction, student activities, content or resources, course technology(ies), and assessment.

In addition to these evaluation tools, universities adopt their own evaluations of course design. The common feature of all these tools is that they are administered as summative evaluations or checklists prior to starting a course. These tools are not used for formative assessment of course design. Moreover, these tools do not prioritize student feedback.

The three intersecting bodies of literature—on student evaluations of teaching, the CIQ, and online course design—indicate that formative feedback, conducted via an appropriate tool, has the potential to provide instructors with real-time feedback on online course design.

**Methodology**

**Study Context**

This study was conducted at a public four-year university in the Midwestern United States, offering fully online courses. To study the effectiveness of the CIQ as an evaluation tool in online courses, the CIQ was incorporated as a midsemester evaluation tool in six fully online graduate-level courses in adult education and technology.
Different instructors taught the courses. However, the overall course design of all six courses was similar. All the courses were fully asynchronous with optional synchronous sessions with the instructor or other students. In addition, the courses included collaborative learning in the form of team projects and asynchronous group discussions. The asynchronous discussions in the courses were directed by student-generated discussion prompts that could generate meaningful dialogue. The students in these courses were practicing professionals and identified as adult students. Their experience with online learning ranged from no experience to having participated in multiple online courses.

The CIQ was distributed as a midsemester evaluation. The questions’ phrasing was slightly adapted to account for the online environment and deployment of the tool once during the semester:

1. At what moment in the semester did you feel most engaged with what was happening? Why?
2. At what moment in the semester did you feel most distanced from what was happening? Why?
3. What action that anyone (you or anyone in your group or class) took in the online environment did you find most affirming and helpful? Why?
4. What action that anyone (you or anyone in your group or class) took in the online environment did you find most puzzling or confusing? Why?
5. What about the online environment during the semester surprised you the most? Why?

These evaluation questions were distributed via an anonymous online survey during week 7 of a 15-week academic semester. Institutional review board clearance was obtained, and participants were informed of their participation at the beginning of the midsemester evaluation survey. In total, 70 responses were received. The data from the surveys were entered into Microsoft Excel 365 and organized under the five CIQ questions.

While the original intention of the CIQ was to use it after every teaching session, in this study, the CIQ was only used once during an academic semester to avoid students experiencing feedback fatigue (Brookfield, 1998) at the end of the course.

Data Analysis

A semantic thematic analysis from a constructivist epistemology was conducted. The data were inductively analyzed following the six phases of thematic analysis outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006).

Phase one was familiarizing with the data. The data from the six courses were compiled and organized under the individual CIQ questions. The authors familiarized themselves with the data by reading and rereading the data, looking for patterns. Phase two was generating initial codes. As patterns were identified, the authors independently generated initial codes across the complete data set. Table 1 shows a sample of data extracted and the initial codes applied by the authors individually.
Table 1

Initial Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data excerpt</th>
<th>Author 1 code</th>
<th>Author 2 code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The module discussions in which we were sharing experiences.</td>
<td>Sharing experiences</td>
<td>Sharing experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I met with my group on Skype[.] I felt most engaged because it felt more real.</td>
<td>Synchronous meeting</td>
<td>Synchronous face-to-face interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My group members are proving to be responsible for tasks, and willing to help with clarifications.</td>
<td>Surprised by responsive group members’ accountability</td>
<td>Interaction with students, affirmative/supportive tone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase three was searching for themes. The authors met to review their individual codes. They organized the codes into potential themes and collated the data relevant to these themes. Phase four was reviewing themes. They checked to see if the themes worked at both the discrete extracted data and entire data set levels. Once the themes were confirmed, the authors developed a thematic map (see Table 2).

Table 2

Sample of Thematic Map

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student–student communication</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with online learning</td>
<td>Experienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inexperienced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of communication</td>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synchronous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase five was defining and naming themes. The authors continued to refine the themes through categorization and renaming. Phase six was producing the report. Finally, the authors selected compelling extracts and rechecked them against the themes and the research question. See Table 3 for a sample.
Table 3

Sample Extracts of Student Comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Extracts from Student Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student–Instructor</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>The professor's feedback is concise and [comes] in a timely manner. When the group or thread needs constructive criticism or more clarification, the professor jumps in to emphasize the need for more or better information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student–student</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>I felt most engaged when I was put into a group and start[ed] gaining different task[s] to do within my group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Findings

The data analysis of student feedback received through the CIQ revealed five broad themes: interactions, expectations, course design, experience with online learning, and learners’ sense of agency. These five factors affected students in different ways. The findings are presented using the CIQ questions as a framework. See Table 4 for a summary of findings.

Table 4

Summary of Findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engaging factors</td>
<td>• Student–student interaction&lt;br&gt;• Robust communication&lt;br&gt;• Relevant content&lt;br&gt;• Learner sense of agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distancing factors</td>
<td>• Course design&lt;br&gt;• Unclear expectations&lt;br&gt;• Lack of peer interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affirming factors</td>
<td>• Student–student interaction&lt;br&gt;• Student–instructor interaction&lt;br&gt;• Group dynamics&lt;br&gt;  o Supportive&lt;br&gt;  o Helpful&lt;br&gt;• Learner sense of agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puzzling factors</td>
<td>• Peer interaction&lt;br&gt;• Course design&lt;br&gt; o Too many moving parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprising factors</td>
<td>• Unexpected elements&lt;br&gt;• Course design&lt;br&gt;• Interaction with technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Engaging Factors

The first question posed in the CIQ was “At what moment in the semester did you feel most engaged with what was happening? Why?” Interactions with peers and course content, quality of interactions, and learner sense of agency emerged as the key factors for engagement.

The participants in this study were overwhelmingly engaged by interactions with their peers. They identified both synchronous and asynchronous peer interactions as being engaging. Asynchronous group discussions were repeatedly mentioned, for example, “I feel engaged when I am responding to posts within my small group.” These peer interactions were related to discussions regarding course content and, as mentioned by a student, “working on my group project with my group members.” However, the peer interactions were effective within small groups rather than in the large class setting because “the general course discussion was overwhelming once more and more posts were added.”

The quality of these peer interactions was also an influencing factor; one student mentioned “in-depth discussions that have been meaningful and thorough.” Participants appreciated thoughtful and timely posts from their group members; one participant identified a turning point when “conversations took a turn into deeper analytical discussions, did I really feel engaged in the class and learning.” Participants also appreciated “module discussions in which we were sharing experiences,” creating “group discussions [that] were more conversational.”

Synchronous activities were optional in the courses surveyed and were identified as engaging in the courses where students had participated in them. Participants mentioned they felt engaged “when I am Skyping with my group.” The physicality of interactions in these synchronous meetings were specifically identified: “Now I know how they look, the way they talk etc. It is easier for me to relate to these people now”; “I felt most engaged because it felt more real. I think that having a real discussion and being able to hear someone talk are really important.” The real-time immediacy of feedback in these synchronous sessions was also noted.

Participants also felt engaged when they found the course content relevant to their practice since “this brought the information full circle and to life, rather than just a theory” and “I was able to apply [what] I was learning first-hand.” As one participant put it: “I think I was most engaged because I find these topics to be very interesting and where I would like to focus my research.”

When participants took control of the learning environment and guided the direction of tasks and interactions, they found the experience engaging. One participant “felt engaged early on, as I took the responsibility for leading the first module and discussion on the readings.”

Distancing Factors

Three factors caused students to feel distanced in the course: the course design, unclear expectations, and lack of peer interaction. Course design emerged as an oft-mentioned factor that created a feeling of distance within the course. Specifically, course design related to workload issues was a major contributor to participants’ experience of distance. One participant said, “Reading from different texts, doing the book review, trying to get the tech plan. It seems like a little of everything all at once.”
The distancing aspects of course design were exacerbated by unclear course instructions. When participants were unsure of what was expected of them, they expressed feeling distanced in the course. As one participant succinctly put it, “When I am confused about what I need to do or what is expected of me. I feel like just turning off.” Another participant clarified: “I prefer to have very specific instructions, and at times I felt I needed more direction and felt distanced.”

While peer interaction enabled participants to feel engaged with the course, lack of peer interaction and lack of a cohesive group dynamic distanced them from the course. But there was also an element of too much of a good thing, as some participants felt distanced when there was too much interaction: “I found myself feeling overwhelmed with the number of comments in the first module’s discussion threads.”

**Affirming Factors**

Interactions with peers, group dynamics, interactions with instructors, and learner sense of agency were identified as affirming actions. Group dynamics were repeatedly mentioned: “In general, the conversations my group has is affirming and helpful because everyone is very open, honest and complimentary.” Candid conversations were appreciated and explicitly noted as this participant comments:

> One member of my group started out all the discussions with how he likes the DQs [discussion questions] to feel conversational. It has encouraged many in our group to follow suit. It has made the discussions much more lively and personable. Because of this, there are many times which we are supporting each other through sharing experiences and relating it to not only the text, but each other.

Meaningful communication was highly valued and noted by participants: “There were some very thoughtful and helpful comments and that was most helpful.” The supportive nature of group dynamics was also identified as an affirming factor in the courses: “When the modules first began, I appreciated the fact that [the peer group] facilitator reached out to me to help me remember when postings were and requirements were to keep me a part of the group.” One participant explained that “one of my group members was so helpful. ... They encouraged me when I was getting anxious about our poor group participation. They also took on more responsibility within the group which made a positive impact on me.”

Interactions with the course instructor were also noted as being affirming and helpful: “I like that my professor is involved and responds so quickly and very often.” The timely nature of instructor responses and feedback was highlighted. This instructor presence “made me feel that the teacher actually is interested in what I had to say. It was nice to know she was ‘there.’”

When learners exercised agency, they felt affirmed. “Stepping up to be the leader” was noted by participants as an affirming action, and “taking action and making a plan and schedule was something that really helped me.”

**Puzzling Factors**

Just as lack of peer interaction was experienced as a distancing factor, it was also identified as the most puzzling part of the course: “Having group members not participate on a consistent basis” or “[w]hen members did not respond” confused some participants. Specific group members’ actions were remarked
upon as confusing and puzzling: for example, “The group that I was in for the book review seemed disinterested in the topic we had.”

Course design was also identified as confusing or puzzling. When there were too many moving pieces in the course, participants spoke about it as a confusing environment: “I am super confused by the different roles that we have in groups. This is mainly because we have both class discussions and a class project going on at the same time.” Another participant felt that “the discussion threads are confusing and overwhelming in this course. There are so many that I often find myself losing track of what we are talking about.”

**Surprising Factors**

Participants expressed surprise when something fell outside their expectations or what they were used to. Participants who had taken other online courses reported, “I have taken many online courses now and know what to expect and how to pace myself.” However, when participants encountered something different, some examples of their comments were as follows: “I was surprised by my reaction to the discussion board. I have taken classes that don’t involve the discussion board as much” and “I am spending much more time in the online class than traditional f2f [face-to-face]. I never thought it would require greater time commitment.”

Elements of the course design caused some participants to be either pleasantly or unpleasantly surprised: “I have enough time to think about the discussion and formulate a response that I feel good about posting,” said one participant, while another commented about “how the interface on D2L (the learning management system) did not look like other D2L class sites. It was a happy surprise.” One participant said, “The way threads are posted makes everything seem garbled together. Not enough separation yet too many places to check.”

Participants also expressed surprise when they had positive interactions with the technology: “This was the first time I used video in a response” and “I have not utilized OneDrive previously and am enjoying the benefits it provides with group tasks.” It was a negative surprise when they felt challenged by the technology: “I was surprised at the drastic changes [in the learning management system] and I’m still surprised that I can’t seem to adapt to this new environment.”

**Discussion**

Formative course evaluations are intended to help course instructors make changes to the online course in real time and enhance the student experience. However, for faculty to make changes to their courses, formative evaluations need to be robust and provide useful data. Findings from this study, conducted across six different fully online graduate-level courses, show that the CIQ can provide useful and actionable information for course instructors.

This study sought to answer the question, in what ways does the use of the CIQ contribute to online course design and delivery? There are three key findings from this study. First, the use of the CIQ for formative evaluation can provide opportunities for real-time adjustments to online course design and inform future...
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Informing Course Design

A key element of good online course design is consistency (Subramanian & Budhrani, 2020). This makes it challenging to implement changes to course design and delivery in real time. However, there are changes that instructors can make in real time to enhance student learning experiences.

The students in these courses highlighted the need for clear instructions and expectations. A lack of clarity in different activities, including assignment expectations, group interaction expectations, and instructor expectations, led to feelings of distance and confusion (Baldwin & Trespalacios, 2017). This is important feedback and easy for instructors to act on. After reviewing the midsemester evaluation, instructors can easily address points of confusion and clarify expectations (Gehringer, 2010).

Similarly, when students identify specific activities as unclear or elements of the course site as challenging to navigate, the instructor can correct that in real time by providing the necessary clarifications. Making these adjustments during the course has the most meaning for the students as it directly affects them. Acknowledging student experiences and trying to address concerns show students that the instructor is hearing them and is invested in their success (Dancer & Kamvounias, 2005).

Interactions within the course environment were frequently mentioned by the participants in this study. These students responded positively to proactive, timely feedback from instructors. This is positive reinforcement, and course instructors should make a note to actively maintain this form of interaction with the students.

The most challenging interaction to facilitate is student–student interaction, since it lies outside the instructor’s locus of control (Samuel, 2020). Yet, instructors can encourage student–student interaction. When students engage positively with synchronous sessions, instructors can ensure that they offer more opportunities for this through the remainder of the course. Midsemester, instructors can provide appropriate feedback and encourage students who are less active to participate more. When responses from the CIQ midsemester evaluation is summarized and shared with students, highlighting student–student interaction could also encourage participation.

The graduate adult students in this study appreciated agency over their learning and valued readings and assignments that they found practical and applicable to their lives (Linstrum et al., 2012). Positive comments received through the CIQ reinforce the course design decisions of the instructor. Instructors also have the opportunity to assess their courses midsemester and ensure sufficient opportunities for students to exercise agency over their learning. Instructors might consider giving students a choice over the course content they engage with.

As illustrated above, some feedback can be acted upon in real time, but some changes can only be implemented in a future iteration of the course (Gehringer, 2010). The participants in this study clearly expressed that when a course design had too many moving parts, such as overlapping assignments, they
experienced cognitive overload. The specific comments help instructors identify course elements that need to be adjusted. Changes to course timelines and assignments are not feasible in real time. However, this feedback, provided by students as they are experiencing the course, has immediacy and authenticity. This is valuable feedback for future course redesign.

**Prioritizing Student Voices**

The CIQ as a critically reflective tool was developed to remove the hegemony of the course instructor and create a democratic learning environment where students have a voice in their learning process. Using the CIQ as an anonymous midsemester evaluation tool reduces the power dynamic between student and instructor and elicits honest feedback about a course (Brookfield, 1998). The CIQ’s open-ended questions allow students to speak to online course experiences that were critical to them. Reviewing comments received through the CIQ and modifying course design demonstrates to students that their experiences are meaningful and valued by the instructor.

Prioritizing Student Voices

The literature identifies three main types of interactions in online courses: student–student, student–instructor, and student–content (Moore, 1989). Relying on researcher-generated quantitative surveys, some studies have shown student–instructor interaction to be the most important (Kyei-Blankson et al., 2019; Linstrum et al., 2012; Martin & Bolliger, 2018; Swan, 2002). Other studies have shown that student–student interaction is more important (Bernard et al., 2009). In this study, the use of the CIQ revealed student–student interaction to be the most impactful interaction for participants. Using the CIQ helps bring clarity to instructors when research provides unclear findings. This is important for instructors as it shows them exactly what their students in a specific course are expecting and experiencing. Even though the findings might not align with the literature, acknowledging and addressing them as valid and unique to these participants is important.

**Reinforcing Enduring Factors of Effective Online Course Design**

All of this study’s findings reinforce the factors that have been identified for effective online course design. Interaction appeared as a factor that engages and affirms students; but it could also make them feel distanced. Student–instructor interaction was highlighted as an affirming factor in this study, and student–instructor interaction has been repeatedly shown to have a significant effect on student learning, including predicting student success in a course (Crews et al., 2015; Jaggars & Xu, 2016; Martin & Bolliger, 2018). Student–student interactions were repeatedly mentioned by the participants in this study as impactful (Bernard et al., 2009).

Chunking course content (Martin et al., 2019; Subramanian & Budhrani, 2020) and maintaining consistency in the presentation and rhythm to the course (Subramanian & Budhrani, 2020) are important in an online course. The study participants noted that course sites that are difficult to navigate or that had too many elements were overwhelming and added to their cognitive load.

The study participants appreciated meaningful tasks, readings, and course content that had practical applications and were relevant to them (Linstrum et al., 2012). In addition, expectations for assignments need to be stated explicitly. Clear expectations also influence the quality of student–student interactions (Jaggars & Xu, 2016; Martin et al., 2019).
These findings echo the literature on best practices for online course design and validate the use of the CIQ tool. Using the CIQ can give instructors important information on where their courses might be deviating from best practices, offering them an opportunity to reflect on their course and reassess its design.

In this study, elements of course design were mentioned by students as a significant factor in their negative experiences of the course only. A lack of comments about the course design is an indicator to instructors that their course is functioning as expected.

**Limitations of the Study**

While the responses from the CIQ can be informative and guide course design, Keefer (2009) notes that the findings are not comprehensive. Students will only focus on incidents that have been impactful for them and will not necessarily provide a holistic review of the course. In this study, the nature of the CIQ questions guided the framing of students’ responses, especially the third and fourth questions, which expressly referred to actions taken by course participants. This limits the scope of responses that the students provide to events that happened to them (Hessler & Taggart, 2011).

Furthermore, a participant self-selection bias is present in these surveys; usually, students with strong negative or positive responses to a course tend to respond to evaluation surveys (Wolbring & Treischel, 2015). It should also be noted that this study was limited to one department within one university, and the participants were graduate-level students. This might have affected the quality of their responses to the CIQ.

**Conclusion and Next Steps**

The online instructor plays a prominent role in influencing how students respond to an online course, from designing the course structure, course activities, and assignments to encouraging interaction. Therefore, to develop effective online courses, instructors need robust feedback on their design strategies. This study shows that the CIQ can be used as a tool to elicit useful formative evaluation feedback from students. Instructors can use this feedback to make changes to a course, both in real time and in future interactions to enhance the student learning experience. Since student evaluations of teaching impact tenure and promotion decisions, tools such as midsemester evaluations that can positively influence SETs should be used. However, these evaluations are meaningful only if implemented through a robust tool such as the CIQ that can facilitate concrete action based on student feedback. Future research should consider using the CIQ at two points in the course: in the middle and at the end. The first deployment of the CIQ can help the instructor identify issues with the course. Then, using CIQ again at the end of the course can help highlight whether the instructor’s changes had any impact. The advantage of using the CIQ is that it highlights factors that specifically affect a particular group of students.
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